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General Information about Study in Taiwan
(www.studyintaiwan.org)
Why Taiwan
Friendly, safe, modern, convenient, and dynamic are words commonly
used to describe Taiwan.
Its outstanding higher education system provides opportunities for
international students to study a variety of courses and programs. Taiwan,
the only place in the world where traditional Chinese writing is widely
used, is an ideal place to learn Mandarin Chinese. Taiwan, a gateway to
Asia, provides exciting chances to experience quality higher education
and connect with the Asian job market.

Taiwan Fellowships & Scholarship (TAFS)
The Taiwan Fellowships & Scholarships (TAFS) program is a
Republic of China (R.O.C.) government initiative to promote research,
educational links, and enduring friendships between Taiwan and the
global community. Approximately 1,200 awards are provided annually
for undergraduate students, postgraduate students, and researchers from
across the world to study or conduct advanced research in Taiwan.

-

Huayu (Mandarin) Enrichment Scholarship
MOE Huayu Enrichment Scholarship
Fellowships for Research
Research Grant for Foreign Scholar in Chinese Studies
MOE Short Term Research Award
MOFA Taiwan Fellowship
Scholarships for Degree
MOFA Taiwan Scholarship
MOE Taiwan Scholarship
MOST Taiwan Scholarship
Academia Sinica Taiwan International Graduate Program
International Higher Education Scholarship Program Taiwan ICDF
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Taiwan Scholarships & Huayu Enrichment Scholarship
The yearly application period is, in principle, from February 1 to
March 31.
Program Title
MOE
Huayu (Mandarin)
Enrichment Scholarship
MOFA

Details
-

Duration: 3, 6, 9 months, or 1 year
Monthly stipend: NTD $25,000
For recipients from eligible countries designated by the MOE
Duration: Undergraduate (Max. 4 years), Master’s (Max. 2 years), Ph.D. (Max. 4 years),

-

pre-degree Mandarin language enrichment program (LEP) (Max. 1 year)
Monthly stipend: NTD $30,000
*LEP monthly stipend: NTD $25,000
One direct round-trip economy-class ticket
For recipients from countries with diplomatic ties with the R.O.C.
Duration: Undergraduate (Max. 4 years), Master’s (Max. 2 years), Ph.D. (Max. 4 years)
Tuition and miscellaneous expenses up to NTD $40,000
Monthly stipend: NTD $15,000 for undergraduate programs, NTD $20,000 for master’s or
Ph.D. programs

Taiwan Scholarship

MOE
Taiwan Scholarship

MOST
Taiwan Scholarship

-

For recipients from eligible countries designated by the MOE
Duration: Master’s (Max. 2 years), Ph.D. (Max. 3 years)
Monthly stipend: NTD $30,000
The curriculum is restricted to Master’s or Ph.D. programs at Taiwanese universities and does
not include specialized or vocational classes
For recipients from eligible countries designated by the MOST

More Information
- Taiwan Scholarship and Huayu Enrichment Scholarship Program
Details on Taiwan Scholarship and Huayu Enrichment Scholarship
http://taiwanscholarship.moe.gov.tw
- Study in Taiwan
Information about studying and living in Taiwan
http://www.studyintaiwan.org/
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- Taiwan Fellowships & Scholarships (TAFS) Program
Details on various Taiwan Scholarships & Fellowships
http://tafs.mofa.gov.tw/
- Taiwan Quality Instruction Directory
Results of institutions, programs and overseas accreditation are provided
http://tqid.heeact.edu.tw/index.aspx

Number of universities in Taiwan: 155
- Universities: 70, National: 33, Private: 37
- Technological Universities & Colleges: 85, National: 15, Private: 70
- Number of students undertaking higher education: 1,273,894
- Number of international students: 117,970

Excellence in Higher Education
- Taipei Ranked 21th in QS Best Student Cities 2017
- 11 universities in the Top 100 Asian universities (2018 QS Asia
University Rankings)
- 10 universities in the world’s Top 400 universities (2018 Times Higher
Education Asia University Rankings)
- 8 universities in the Top 100 Asian universities (2018 Times Higher
Education Asia University Rankings)
- 3 universities in the world’s top universities under 50 years old ranking
(2018 QS Top 50 under 50)

Taiwan’s universities have been steadily climbing and achieving
greater global prominence in recent years, establishing Taipei City as one
of Asia’s leading higher education hubs.

Taiwan’s Education System
In Taiwan, students can pursue higher learning at two-year and
four-year colleges, and universities. University undergraduate programs
usually require four years of study; graduate programs leading to a
master’s degree require one to four years; and doctorate programs require
3

two to seven years. Some programs require an internship that can be as
short as one or two months or as long as two years.
In most institutions of higher education, the academic year begins in
August or September and ends in August the following year. The
academic year has two semesters: the first semester is from August to
early the following year, usually January (depending on the date of
Chinese New Year), and the second semester usually begins in February,
and ends in July.

Ages
4-5

Preschool
Education

Ages
6-14

9-Year
Compulsory
Education

Ages
15-17

Senior
Secondary

Age
18+

* University &
College
* 4-Year
Technical
College
* 2-Year Junior
College + 2-Year
Technical
College

Choosing Where to Study & Applying
The curriculum at most universities focuses on academic studies and
research. Universities of technology focus on training practical and
specific skills. A wide range of colleges and universities welcome
international applicants. Applicants can choose a college or university
based on their personal interests and the courses offered. A list of
universities and colleges, public and private, can be found on the Study in
Taiwan (www.studyintaiwan.org) website.

Expenses to Study in Taiwan
Taiwan is well-known as a country where you can enjoy high quality
education and modern living at affordable costs. Typical costs for
studying in Taiwan are set out below:
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Tuition and

Meals

Accommodation

miscellaneous academic fees
Bachelor’s Degree
Around USD$1,500-$1,800
per semester
Master’s Degree/Ph.D.
Around USD$1,600-$2,000
per semester

Around
USD$180-$270
Per month

On Campus
Around
USD$35-$100
Per month
Off Campus
USD$200-$600
per month
(not including utilities)

Student Life in Taiwan
The school really cares about its students. A lot of activities are offered to
help us quickly adjust to living here...I think that the biggest difference
between Taiwan and Vietnam is the learning environment. Here in Taiwan,
we can take Chinese and English courses. Additionally, there are many
international students here which give us a lot of opportunities for
exchange and further learning...Also, Taiwan welcomes foreigners who
wish to work here…You can try to find a job here that suits you.
Nguyen Thi Hai Yen, Vietnam
National Chiao Tung University
Program: Communication Studies

Many people might think that studying in an Asian country will be very
stressful. But I think that it's really not as stressful as what they image it
to be. If you want to come to Taiwan, I would suggest that you not worry
about anything Because Taiwan is a very safe country and is also very
convenient. It's OK, if you can't speak Chinese. Taiwanese are such kind
people. They'll be patient with you as they try to help you.
Lucas Paixao, Brazil
Taipei National University of the Arts
Program: Art
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Ten Reasons for Thai Students to Study in Taiwan
1. Top-quality Universities
 11 Taiwan’s universities are among the top 100 in Asia, in 2018
British QS Asia University Rankings. 31 Taiwan’s universities
are among the top 250 universities, in 2018 Times Higher
Education Asia-Pacific University Rankings.
 Taiwan’s top-quality university is highly praised by Thai
government. In March 2018, Thai cabinet approved to invite
National Taiwan University (NTU) to establish its overseas
campus in Thailand. NTU is still the only foreign university
invited to Thailand.
2. Affordable Tuition and Enormous Scholarships
 Taiwan’s universities offer top-quality education while their
tuition is inexpensive and affordable. Generally speaking, tuition
for undergraduate program is around USD 1,500-1,800 per
semester while tuition for graduate program is around USD
1,600-2,000 per semester.
 Taiwan’s government and universities provide enormous
scholarships to attract global excellent students. Taiwan’s
government provides about 25 full-scholarships to Thai students.
Furthermore, Taiwan’s universities provide 1,200 scholarships
qualified for Thai students to apply, including Academia Sinica’s
stipend scholarship of USD 1,130 for each graduate student.
3. Improving Chinese skills/ Learning Chinese
 Living and studying is the best way to learn Chinese, as you will
constantly be experiencing it in daily life. If you study in Taiwan,
you can pursue a higher degree and learn Chinese at the same
time.
4. Talent Cultivation for Thailand 4.0
 Thai government is vigorously promoting “Thailand 4.0”
economic development plan to upgrade current industries and
develop innovative industries for driving economic
transformation and increasing economic growth. According to
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the survey by the Taipei Economic and Cultural Office (TECO),
463 departments/graduate institutes of Taiwan’s 17 top
universities can cultivate talents of high technology for the 10
industries of Thailand 4.0. TECO will release further survey
results on other universities on this issue.
 In order to unleash the advantage of Taiwan’s education and
assist Thai industries to cultivate talents of high technology,
TECO will recommend 20-25 outstanding Thai students for full
scholarships provided by Taiwan’s government to study
industrial technology of Thailand 4.0 in Taiwan.
5. Openness and Freedom
 According to the 2018 Freedom in the World Report made by
Freedom House, 88 of 195 nations around the world were
classified as free. Taiwan was amongst these free nations,
receiving a score of 93 out of 100 and scored especially high in
the areas of political rights and civil liberties.
 Reporters without Borders' 2018 World Press Freedom Index
Report ranked Taiwanese press freedom No. 1 in Asia. The
Taiwanese government continues to promote freedom of speech
as the driving force of Taiwanese democratic transformation,
which is the critical foundation for academic research and
innovation.
6. Most Welcoming Country with Top-Quality Life for Expats
 According to the Expat Insider of the InterNations, one of the
world’s largest and most comprehensive surveys on life abroad,
Taiwan is one of the most welcoming countries with the best
quality of life for expats. For instance, in 2018, 18,135 expats
living in 187 countries or territories took part in the survey. Out
of 68 destinations, Taiwan is ranked No. 2. In particular, Taiwan
is ranked No. 1 for quality of life, No. 5 for travel and transport,
No. 5 for health and well-being, and No. 14 for safety and
security.
7. Stay Healthy and Happy
 Love outdoor activities? Taiwan, a mountainous island, offers
various mountain and water sports.
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 According to a documentary film of the National Geographic
channel, Taiwan’s medical service is ranked as No. 3, next to the
USA and Germany. In addition, Taiwan is highly praised for its
outstanding National Health Insurance System. Overseas
students have the access to the insurance scheme and can visit
any specialist in Taiwan if it is needed.
8. Diverse Culture
 Taiwan's preservation of Chinese culture (including characters) is
the most complete.
 Taiwan’s integration of Chinese and Western cultures is the most
harmonious in the process of modernization and widely praised
by the world.
9. Offer Tailor-made Training and Study Programs
 Study in Taiwan to realize your dream of studying and working
abroad. With tailor-made training in professional skills and
internships in relative industries, plus outstanding vocational
education, international programs of industry-academia
collaboration will provide you with opportunities of immediate
employment after graduation.
10. International Connections
 Schools and employers all over the world recognized degree
from Taiwan universities.
 No Chinese language skills are required for Taiwan offers 66
English-taught Bachelor’s degree programs, 263 English-taught
master’s programs, 148 English-taught doctoral programs in
2018.
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How to Find English-taught Programs in Taiwan

Taiwan has a lot to offer to the world. International students are now
considering Taiwan as their first choice for undergraduate and graduate
degree programs, along with short-term study programs. And Taiwan is
known for many outstanding cultural aspects: its popular multi-ethnic
cuisine, historic landmarks and pristine environment to name a few.
Here's something you need to know about pursuing a higher education in
Taiwan!
Do you know Taiwan offers around 66 English-taught programs at
bachelor’s level, 263 at master’s level and 148 at doctoral level? Let’s
find out how to select your English-taught program in Taiwan.
Step1: Visit the “Study in Taiwan” website. In your browser, go to
https://www.studyintaiwan.org/
Step2: Select the HOW TO APPLY button in the top left corner to
begin.
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Step3: Select the DEGREE PROGRAM button in the second one from
the left.

Step4: Select your option form drop-down menu
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Step5: Choose your program from the list and apply on-line.

Source: https://www.studyintaiwan.org/
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List of Universities/Colleges Offering Degree Programs Taught in English
2019 Academic Year
Program Level
No.

Name of
University

Name of Department/Program

International Program in Asia-Pacific
Studies (IMAS/IDAS)

Ph.D.

○

1

degree

○

○

International Master of Business
Administration (IMBA)

National
Chengchi
University

Master's Bachelor's

International Master's Program in
International Communication Studies
(IMICS)

○

○

International Master's Program in
International Studies (IMPIS)

International Master's Program of
Applied Economics and Social
Development (IMES)

2

○

○

National Tsing International Master of Business
Hua University Administration

○

Global MBA Program

3

National
Taiwan
University

Ph.D. Program in Translational
Medicine

○

Taiwan International Graduate Program
in Molecular Science and Technology

○

12

degree

Taiwan International Graduate Program
in Interdisciplinary Neuroscience

○

Taiwan International Graduate Program
in Bioinformatics

○

International PhD Program in Taiwan
and Transcultural Studies

○

○

International Master Program of
Agriculture
4

National
Chung Hsing International Bachelor Program of
University Agribusiness
Molecular and Biological Agricultural
Sciences (MBAS) Program, TIGP

○

○

○

○

○

(Taiwan International Graduate
Program)
Electrical Engineering and Computer
Science International Graduate Program

○

Global Business Administration
5

National
Chiao Tung
University

International Master of Science Program
for Interdisciplinary Molecular Science
of Materials and Chemical Biology

International Ph.D. Degree Program in
Photonics (UST)

13

○

○

International Ph.D. Program in
Interdisciplinary Neuroscience (UST)

International Ph.D. Program in
Environmental Science and Technology
(UST)

Graduate Program of International
College of Semiconductor Technology

○

○

○

International Master’s Program in
Inter-Asia Cultural Studies (UST)

Institute of Environmental Engineering

Department of Applied Chemistry

Graduate Program of Molecular Science

Institute of Physics

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

Institute of Teaching English to
Speakers of Other Languages

6

National
Central
University

Molecular Science and Technology
Program - Department of Physics
(TIGP)

14

○

○

International Master Program for
Environment Sustainable Development

○

International Master Program in
Applied Materials Science

○

International Graduate Program for
Earth System Science (TIGP)

Interdisciplinary Neuroscience Ph.D.
Degree Program - Graduate Institute of
Cognitive Neuroscience (TIGP)

International PhD Program in
Environmental Science and Technology
(University System of Taiwan)

○

○

○

International Master’s Program in
Electric Power Engineering

International PhD Program for Science

7

○

○

National
Master’s Program in
Sun Yat-sen Telecommunication Engineering
University

○

○

Global Human Resource Management
English MBA Program (GHRM MBA)
International Graduate Program of
Education and Human Development

15

○

8

International Master's Program in
Asia-Pacific Affairs

○

Master Program of Business
Administration in International Business

○

National
International Master's Program in
Taiwan Ocean Aquaculture Technology and
University

○

Management

International Program of Educational
Leadership and Management

○

○

○

○

Development
Master's Program of Science in
Advanced Manufacturing Systems
9

National
Chung Cheng Doctoral Program in Ambient
University Intelligent and Smart Systems

Doctoral Program in Cognitive Sciences

○

○

International Master's Program in
Global Finance

○

National
10

Kaohsiung
Normal
University

Engineering International Graduate
Program

○

11

National
Chiayi

Global Master Program of Teaching
Profession

○

16

University
Global Master Programs of Tourism and
Management

○

Global Master Program of Agricultural
Science

○

○

Global Master Program of Life Sciences

12

Department of Physics

13

○

International Master of Business
National
Administration
University of
Kaohsiung
Applied Science Master Program

National
Dong Hwa
University

○
○

Ph.D. Program in Chemistry,
Department of Chemistry

○

Department of Computer Science and
Information Engineering

○

○

○

Bachelor Program of Management
Science and Finance (International
Program)

Department of Business Administration
Graduate Institute of Logistics
Management
Department of International Business

Department of Information Management

17

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

Department of Finance
Department of Tourism, Recreation and
Leisure Studies

○

Master of Humanity and Environmental
Science Program

○

Department of Natural Resources and

○

○

○

○

○

Environmental Studies
Department of Education and Human
Potentials Development
Ph.D. Program (International) in
Teaching Chinese as a Second
Language

○

○

Department of Taiwan and Regional
Studies

14

15

Taipei
National
International Master of Arts Program in
University of Cultural and Creative Industries
the Arts

National
Taichung

○

○

International Master of Business

University of Administration (IMBA)
Education

16

National
Pingtung
University of
Science and
Technology

International Bachelor’s Degree
Program in Finance
Department of Tropical Agriculture and
International Cooperation
18

○

○

○

○

International Master Program in Food
Science

○

International Master Program in Soil
and Water Engineering

○

International Master Program in
Agribusiness Management

○

International Program in Ornamental
Fish Technology and Aquatic Animal
Health
International Degree Program of Animal
Vaccine Technology

17

○

○

○

○

National
Kaohsiung

○

International Master of Business
University of
Administration
Science and
Technology

International Master Program in
Mechanical and Automation
Engineering

18

National
Taipei
University of
Technology

International Graduate Program in

○

○

CMEE

International Master Program in Energy
Refrigerating, Air-Conditioning &
Vehicle Engineering

19

○

International Graduate Program in
EECS

International Graduate Program in
Energy and Optoelectronic Materials
(EOMP)

○

○

○

○

○

International Master of Business
Administration Program (IMBA)

International Master Program in
Financial Technology and Innovation
Entrepreneur (IMFI)

○

○

International Program for Interaction
Design and Innovation

○

International Master Program in English

International Nursing Program

19

○

National
Taipei
University of International Nurse - Midwifery
Nursing and Program
Health
International Health Technology
Sciences
Program

○

○

○

International Advanced Technology
Program

20

National
Taiwan
University of
Industrial Management
Science and
Technology
Electronic and Computer Engineering
20

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

Graduate Institute of Digital Learning
and Education

○

○

Graduate Institute of Automation and
Control

○

○

○

○

○

○

Mechanical Engineering
Materials Science and Engineering
Civil and Construction Engineering
Chemical Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Business Administration
Information Management
Department of Design

Department of Architecture
Computer Science and Information
Engineering
Applied Foreign Languages

○

Graduate Institute of Electro-Optical
Engineering

○

Graduate Institute of Technology
Management

○

○

MBA Program
21

Graduate Institute of Applied Science
and Technology

○

Graduate Institute of Biomedical
Engineering

○

Graduate Institute of Color and
Illumination Technology

○

Engineering Science and Technology

○
○

Construction Engineering

21

○

National
Industrial Engineering and Management
Yunlin
University of
Applied Foreign Language
Science and
Technology
International Business Administration

○
○
○

○

Bachelor Program in International
Management
Library and Information Studies
Information and Computer Education
English
National
22

Taiwan
Normal
University

Geography
Taiwan Culture, Languages and
Literature
Mathematics
Physics
22

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

Chemistry
Earth Sciences
Computer Science and Information
Engineering
Science Education
Environmental Education

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○
○

Art History
Mechatronic Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Electro-Optical Science and Technology
International Human Resource
Development
European Cultures and Tourism

Global Business and Strategy

National
United
University

○

○

○

○

○

○

○
○

Management

23

○

○

International Master Program of
Business

○

International Master Program of
Translational Medicine

○

International Master Program of
Intelligent Greentech

○

23

International Master Program in
Biomedical Materials and Technology

International Master Program in
Chemical Engineering and Material
Science

International Master Program in

○

○

○

Sustainability, Environment and Energy

International Master Program in
Business and Administration

24

○

Chung Yuan
Christian
University International Undergraduate Program in
Business and Management

International Master Program in
Department of Industrial and Systems
Engineering

International Master Program in
Information Technology and Cloud
Computing

International Master Program in

○

○

○

○

Department of Electrical Engineering

25

China
Medical
University

International Master Program in
Acupuncture

○

Graduate Institute of International
Public Health Program

○

24

26

Chinese
Culture
University

International Master's Program of
Biomedical Sciences

○

English Program of Global Business

○

Graduate School of English Language &
Literature

○

Graduate Institute of National

○

Development and Mainland China
Studies
Graduate Institute of International
Business Administration

○

○

MA in English
Wenzao
27

○

Graduate Institute of Foreign Language
Ursuline
Education and Cultural Industries
University of
Languages

○

Master's Degree Program of
International Affairs
Department of Healthcare
Administration

○

Asia
University

○

○

○

○

○

○

Department of Computer Science &
Information Engineering

○

○

○

Department of Bioinformatics and
Medical Engineering

○

○

○

Department of Biotechnology
28

○

Department of Psychology

25

Department of Business Administration

○

○

○

Department of Leisure and Recreation
Management
○

Department of Financial and
Economical Law
Undergraduate Program of International
Finance and Management

○

○

○

Nonprofit Organization and Social
Work

○

○

○
○

International Degree Program of Design
Soochow
University

Global Business Program

Global Master of Business
Administration
30

Tunghai
University

○

○

International Business Administration
Program

○

○

Sustainability Science and Engineering
Program
31

○

Master’s Program of Teaching English
to Young Learners

Ph.D. Program in Digital Media Design

29

○

Chang Gung Graduate Program in Molecular
University Medicine for Master's Degree

26

○

○

International Master of Science Program
in Reconstructive Microsurgery

○

Sustainable Development
32

Chang Jung
Christian
Business and Operations Management University
Global Management Program

Graduate Institute of Mechatronic
Science and Technology / Mechatronic
Science and Technology Program

○

○

Department of Mechanical Engineering
/ Mechanical Engineering
Department of Electrical Engineering /
Electrical Engineering

33

34

Southern
College of Business / Business and
Taiwan
Management Program
University of
Science and
College of Business / Global MBA
Technology
Program

Kaohsiung
Medical

○

○

○

○

○

Department of International Business /
International Business Program

○

Department of Finance / International
Finance Program

○

Department of Applied English /
Applied English

○

Ph.D. Program in Translational
Medicine
27

○

University

Ph.D. Program in Mechanical and
Energy
Engineering
35

Kun Shan
University

○

International Master Program in
Mechanical Engineering

○

International Master Program in
Business Administration

○

Department of International Business
Bachelor’s Degree in International
Business Administration in English

36

Feng Chia
University

Department of International Business

I-Shou
University

○

Department of Foreign Languages and
Literature

○

International Master Program for Smart
City

○

International Business Administration

37

○

International Finance
International Tourism & Hospitality
Entertainment Management
28

○

○
○
○

38

Shih Chien
University

International Program on
Communication Production

○

International Program on Intelligent
Systems and Automation Engineering

○

College of Management International
MBA Program (IMBA)

○

English Taught Program in International
Business

○

International Program in Medicine
Cell Therapy and Regeneration
Medicine

○

○

○

Pharmacy

39

○
○

Pharmacognosy

Taipei
Medical
University

○

○

Clinical Pharmacogenomics &
Pharmacoproteomics

Chinese Herbal Medicine Clinical Drug
Development

Nursing
Public Health
Injury Prevention and Control
Global Health and Development
29

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

Nutrition and Health Sciences

○

○

Medical Laboratory Science and
Biotechnology
Biomedical Informatics
Translational Medicine

Medical Biotechnology

Neural Regenerative Medicine
Cancer Biology and Drug Discovery

○

○

○

○

○

○
○

○

○

Metabolism and Obesity Sciences

Mind, Brain, Consciousness

○

○

○
○

Health Care Administration (MBA)

○

Data Science

Biomedical Materials & Tissue
Engineering

○

○

Nanomedicine and Medical Engineering

○

Biomedical Optomechatronics
International Ph.D. Program in
Biomedical Engineering
30

○

○

TMU/USC Graduate Institute of
Nanomedicine and Medical Engineering

40

Fu Jen
Catholic
University

○

Department of English Language and
Literature

○

MA Program in Brand and Fashion
Management

○

MBA Program in International
Management

○

○

International Business and Trade
Program (B.S.)
新聞與大眾傳播學位學程
Journalism & Mass Communication
Program (B.A.)

○

Fashion and Innovation Management

○

Program (B.S.)
○

Applied Computing Program (B.S.)
41

○

Ming Chuan
Travel & Tourism Program (B.S.)
University

○

International Affairs and Diplomacy
Program (B. A.)

○

Department of Applied English
Graduate School of Business
Administration (M.B.A.)

○

Graduate School of International
Business (M.B.A.)

○

31

○

Graduate School in International Affairs

42

Providence
University

Graduate School of Applied English
(M.A.)

○

Global Master of Business
Administration MBA

○

Bachelor of International Business
Administration

○

Global Foreign Language Education
Program

○

Institute of International Management

Institute of Creative Industries Design

○

○

○

○

○

International Bachelor Degree Program
on Energy

43

○

International Master Degree Program on
Energy Engineering

National
Cheng Kung
University International Doctoral Degree Program
on Energy Engineering

The International Curriculum for
Advanced Materials Program (iCAMP)
International Master Program on
Natural Hazards Mitigation and
Management

32

○

○

○

International Institute of Medical
Device Innovation (MDI) Master
Program

Department of Nursing

Institute of Allied Health Science

International Doctoral Program in
Principles and Implications of Mind
Sciences

TIGP in Interdisciplinary Neuroscience
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International Higher Education Scholarship
For Thai Students
Taiwan International Cooperation and Development Fund

Taipei Economic and Cultural Office in Thailand
 Application Date: 1 January 2019 – 15 March 2019
 Quota: Around 5
 Grant: one flight ticket, tuition fees, miscellaneous expenses, and
living allowance of NT$15,000 to NT$17,000.
 Grant period: 2 years for master’s programs and 4 years for
doctoral programs.
 For scholarships inquiry, please consult with LINE @TTedu in
either Thai, English or Chinese.
Introduction: Amongst many other missions, Taiwan International
Cooperation and Development Fund (ICDF) aims to assist Taiwan’s
partner countries, in achieving sustainable development. Taiwan ICDF
provides scholarships for higher education and has developed degree
programs in cooperation with renowned partner universities in Taiwan.
Timeline: The annual application period is between January 1 to March
15. The award period for the scholarship is 2 years for master’s programs
and 4 years for doctoral programs.
Financial Assistance: ICDF’s Scholarship recipients will be provided
with one round trip economy class plane ticket, housing, tuition fees,
insurance fees, textbook fees. The scholarship also includes a monthly
allowance of NT$15,000 for master degree and NT$17,000 for doctoral
degree students.
Eligibility: Applicants with the minimum of undergraduate degree
diploma, who wish to pursue master or doctoral degree in Taiwan. The
applicants must apply to our partner programs, which all programs are
taught in English. In 2019 school year, there are 25 degree programs
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available for Thai applicants; applicants can view the programs available
at: http://www.icdf.org.tw/ct.asp?xItem=12505&CtNode=30316&mp=2
Preference: The scholarships prioritize applicants wishing to study in the
field related to Thailand 4.0, including Next-Generation Automotive,
Smart Electronics, Medical and Wellness Tourism, Agriculture and
Biotechnology, Food for the Future, Robotics,
Medical Hub, Aviation and Logistics, Biofuels and Biochemical, Digital
Economy, etc.
Application Process:
Please
visit
http://www.icdf.org.tw/ct.asp?xItem=12505&CtNode=30316&mp=2 for
the online application. After filling in the online application please print it
out and send it to the Taipei Economic and Cultural Office in Thailand
along with the supporting documents below:
1. A photocopy of applicant’s passport
2. A photocopy of applicant’s highest-level diploma and transcripts
3. A photocopy of applicant’s English proficiency certificate
4. A photocopy of applicant’s Chinese proficiency certificate (if
available)
5. Two letters of recommendation
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2019 Taiwan Scholarship Directions for Thai Students
Taiwan Ministry of Education
Taipei Economic and Cultural Office in Thailand

 Application Date: 1st February - 31st March, 2019
 Quota: 17
 Grant: Tuition, miscellaneous expenses, and living allowance ( If
tuition and miscellaneous expenses exceed a total amount of
NTD40,000, the remaining amount must be paid to the
university/college by the student.)
 Grant period: four years for undergraduate programs, two years
for master’s degree programs, and four years for doctorate
programs.
 Contact: Educational Division, Taipei Economic and Cultural
Office in Thailand via email: thailand@mail.moe.gov.tw, or
consult with LINE @TTedu

I.

Introduction

In an effort to encourage outstanding international students to undertake
degree studies in Taiwan to familiarize themselves with the academic
environment in Taiwan and promote communication, understanding and
friendship between Taiwan and international community, the Ministry of
Education (MOE) of Republic of China formulated Taiwan Scholarship
Program Directions. Taipei Economic and Cultural Office in Thailand
drew up 2019 Taiwan Scholarship Program Directions for Thai Students,
in accordance with the provisions of the MOE Taiwan Scholarship
Program Directions Amended Version in effect on December 9, 2015.

II.

Amount of Scholarships

Seventeen scholarships for Thai students have been allocated for 2019.
The MOE Taiwan Scholarship Program provides the following for each
outstanding Thai student scholarship recipient undertaking a bachelor’s
degree, master’s degree or doctorate studies in Taiwan:
A.

Tuition and miscellaneous expenses (i.e. the course-credit fees,
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and miscellaneous basic study-related fees): The MOE will pay
up to NTD 40,000 each semester for each recipient’s approved
tuition and miscellaneous expenses. If these exceed a total
amount of NTD40,000, the remaining amount must be paid to
the university/college by the student. The “miscellaneous
expenses” do not include any of the following: administration
fees, thesis supervision fees, insurance premiums,
accommodation, or internet access. These are all the
responsibility of the scholarship recipient.
B.

III.

Living allowance: The MOE provides each recipient
undertaking university undergraduate studies a monthly stipend
of NTD15,000; it provides each recipient undertaking a
master’s degree or doctorate studies a monthly stipend of NTD
20,000.

Duration of Scholarship

A.

The maximum period of a Taiwan Scholarship may be held is:
four years for undergraduate programs, two years for master’s
degree programs, and four years for doctorate programs. The
maximum total period that any one person may hold a Taiwan
Scholarship is five years.

B.

The Taiwan Scholarship year begins on September 1st and ends
on August 31th of the following year. Recipients must arrive in
Taiwan and register at their university/college at the scheduled
time. It is not permitted to defer taking up a Taiwan Scholarship
until the following year. A student who is unable to arrive in
Taiwan and register at their university/college at the scheduled
time will be considered to have forfeited their scholarship
eligibility.

C.

Living allowance payments begin from the month when the
recipient actually begins attending the university/college, and
they end when the maximum scholarship period for their
degree level expires, or when the recipient graduates,
withdraws from their studies, is suspended or expelled, or has
their Taiwan Scholarship revoked

IV.
A.

Eligibility
Applicants must be a Thai national with a secondary school
graduation diploma or post-secondary degree(s), with an
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excellent academic record, and be of good moral character.
B. A person in any of the following categories is ineligible to apply:
1. An R.O.C. national or an overseas Chinese student.
2. A person who already has and is continuing to maintain
student status at any university/college in Taiwan or who has
already registered to begin studies at such a
university/college. This restriction does not apply to a
student who will be graduating after completing a degree that
year. They may apply for a Taiwan Scholarship to pursue a
higher degree.
3. A person who has already studied in Taiwan for a degree at
the same level as the one in which they currently intend to
enroll.
4. An exchange student or dual/joint degree student who has
been admitted to a university/college in Taiwan in
accordance with an academic cooperation agreement
between that university/college and an overseas
university/college.
5. A person who has already been a Taiwan Scholarship
recipient for a total of five years.
6. A person who has ever previously had their Taiwan
Scholarship or MOE Huayu Enrichment Scholarship
revoked.
7. A person who has received any other scholarship or subsidy
from any Taiwan Government institution (organization) or
any education institution in Taiwan.
C.

V.

Applicants must apply directly to the university/college for
admission
within
the
application
deadline.
Each
university/college sets its own application deadline.

Application Documents
Applicants must submit the following documents by
March
31, 2019：
A.

2019 Taiwan Scholarship Application Form for Thai Students.
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B.

A photocopy of the applicant’s passport and household
registration.

C.

A photocopy of the highest academic award and of the
associated original academic transcripts. Documents in a
language other than Chinese or English must be translated into
Chinese or English.

D.

Photocopies of documentary evidence that the applicant has
already applied to a university/college in Taiwan (for example,
photocopies of the application fee remittance, the application
form, and a notice or email from the university/college
acknowledging receipt of the application.)

E.

One of the following language proficiency certificates:
1. For applications to undertake a program not completely
taught in English: a copy of results or certificate for the
“Test of Chinese as a Foreign Language” (TOCFL, please
refer to http://www.sc-top.org.tw/) Level 4 or above.
HSK Score will not be accepted.
2. For applicants plan to study in a program completely
taught in English (go to
https://www.studyintaiwan.org/search/programs?degree=-1
&field=0&subject=0&class_language=1&region=0&schoo
l_name_en= for a complete list), an original report of
TOEFL test scores or other recognized English language
proficiency exams must be submitted. TOEFL score 550
(CBT 213 or IBT 79) Test Score report or IELTS 6.0,
TOEIC 750 or above English test scores.

F.

Two reference letters – from a principal, a college or university
president, professors, and/or supervisors – personally signed,
and placed in sealed envelopes. Photo copies and email
submissions of letters of recommendation will not be
considered.

Applicants should send the required documents by certified mail or
turned in personally to：
Educational Division, Taipei Economic and Cultural Office in
Thailand 20th Fl., Empire Tower, 1 South Sathorn Road, Bangkok 10120
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VI.

Selection Criteria

A.

Recipients academic study goals should be consistent with
Taiwan’s and Thailand’s national development plans so as to
assist in the growth of industry, economy and education.

B.

Recipients should achieve an undergraduate GPA of 2.6 or
above, and a postgraduate GPA of 3 or above (on a 4.0 scale).
Where grade conversion calculation differs, Taipei Economic
and Cultural Office in Thailand will base their conversion
calculations on the aforementioned calculation guidelines to
select
outstanding
applicants
from
prestigious
universities/colleges.

C.

Interviews will be given to selected candidates late April and
must be conducted in person so as to interact with the
applicants and better judge their demeanor and moral character.

D.

Applications must be complete in full. All incomplete
applications are ineligible for consideration, and persons
submitting incomplete applications will be withdrawn from the
selection process without further notice.

VII.

Selection Notice

A.

Upon reviewing applications and conducting interviews, Taipei
Economic and Cultural Office in Thailand will inform award
recipient candidates and alternate candidates which will be
placed on a waiting list.

B.

Successful candidates must submit a photocopy of their letter of
admission to Taipei Economic and Cultural Office in Thailand
for verification by June
30th 2019. A person who is not
admitted into a university/college will lose their eligibility to
receive a Taiwan Scholarship. A person who fails to submit
documents within the specified time period will be considered
to have forfeited their eligibility to receive a Taiwan
Scholarship, and Taipei
Economic and Cultural Office
in Thailand will offer the forfeited scholarship to the candidate
highest on the waiting list. The list of recipients must be
finalized no later than July 25th each year.

C.

Taipei Economic and Cultural Office in Thailand will issue a
certificate of
receiving scholarship, and assign the
award period according to the recipients’ level of study.
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VIII.

Re-Applying

Upon completion of a degree program, recipients may reapply by March
31th of
each year for the Taiwan Scholarship to undertake a higher
degree program by following the application process as specified above.
The maximum duration of each recipient’s total award period is five
years.

IX.

Renewal of Scholarship

The process for determining whether each scholarship recipient whose
scholarship has not yet expired will continue to receive scholarship
benefits is as follows:
A.

Scholarship recipients’ average semester results must achieve
the standards set out below to be permitted to continue to receive
their scholarship
benefits:
1. Undergraduate students must achieve a minimum average
semester mark of 70, postgraduate students must achieve a
minimum average semester mark of 80; if the university/college
has set a higher standard, then that standard must be met.

2. If a scholarship recipient is in the 3rd year or later year of a
doctoral program, the manner in which their results are assessed and
the criteria used to determine their semester results will be in
accordance with the regulations of their university/college.
B.
If a scholarship recipient has completed their program before
their scholarship expires and has been given approval to undertake a
degree course at the next level by their university/college, the
university/college that they are attending may inform the MOE in
writing that this has been approved, with a scholarship application
form filled out by the student, transcripts of their academic studies in
Taiwan, and details of the appraisal of their degree attached, and
submit an application to change the student’s Taiwan Scholarship level
and expiry date.

X.

Important Provisions:

A. Any scholarship recipient who for some reason withdraws from
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their studies will forfeit their scholarship and any scholarship
recipient who has been suspended or expelled from the
university/college will have their scholarship revoked.
1. The living allowance will no longer be provided for a scholarship
recipient who forfeits their scholarship. If the change of status occurs
after the 15th of the month, the student withdrawing from their studies
will not be required to refund the living allowance for that month. They
must pay back the tuition and miscellaneous expenses paid with
scholarship funding in accordance with the debt recovery regulations of
the university/college they have been attending.
2. A student whose scholarship has been revoked must pay back all the
living allowance payments and the tuition and miscellaneous expenses
provided by the MOE from the date the scholarship began until the date it
was revoked.

B. Scholarship recipients are responsible for the payment of all other
expenses apart from tuition and miscellaneous expenses. A
scholarship recipient who is experiencing financial hardship may
apply to the university/college at which they are registered for
payments for any other expenses to be deducted from their living
allowance.
C. A scholarship recipient who must undertake an overseas internship
that is a requirement of their university/college degree program
must not be paid any living allowance for the time spent outside of
Taiwan and they will not receive any scholarship money for tuition
and miscellaneous expenses during the internship semester(s).
D. Scholarship recipient whose academic average for the semester is
below the standard set by their university/college will have their
scholarship suspended for a month; a scholarship recipient whose
academic average for the semester has been below the set standard
in the two most recent consecutive semesters will have their
scholarship revoked, starting from the next semester.
E. If a scholarship recipient is found to be in simultaneous receipt of
any other award or subsidy from any Taiwan Government
institution (organization) or any education institution in Taiwan,
and this has been verified, their scholarship will be revoked and the
student must pay back all the living allowance payments and the
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tuition and miscellaneous expenses paid during the period when
they were also receiving the other award or subsidy.
F. A scholarship recipient who has registered at a university/college
and begun their program is absent from their classes for more than
one-third of any month excluding university/college summer and
winter breaks. When the absences have been verified, the
recipient’s living allowance for any such month will be suspended
(or have to pay back), and depending on the circumstances, the
university/college where the student is registered may decide to
revoke the student’s scholarship.
G. All scholarship recipients are required to join the National Health
Insurance plan in accordance with Taiwan’s national legislation.
Before doing so, they must purchase other medical and accident
insurance.
H. After enrolling at a university/college in Taiwan, a scholarship
recipient is not permitted to travel to any other country as an
exchange student or as a dual/joint degree student. If they do so,
their Taiwan Scholarship will be revoked. They are not permitted
to retain the still unused part of their Taiwan Scholarship or have
the award period extended for them to be able to resume receiving
the original scholarship when they return to Taiwan.
I.

Any scholarship recipient who submits any application document
or any document when they are enrolling that is found to be fake,
misleading, has been altered in some way, or contains any
falsehood will have their scholarship revoked and must pay back
all the living allowance payments and the tuition and
miscellaneous expenses provided by the scholarship from the date
the scholarship began until the date it was revoked.

J.

Scholarship recipients must act in concert with the MOE’s policies
for students who have a Taiwan Scholarship and participate in
language and culture related teaching, exchanges, and activities.
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Note:
*In case of any discrepancies, the Ministry of Education “ Taiwan
Scholarship
Program
Directions-Amended
Version”
(https://taiwanscholarship.moe.gov.tw ) Chinese version shall prevail.
*Applicants should read the program guidelines carefully; for more
details, please contact Educational Division, Taipei Economic and
Cultural Office in Thailand via email: thailand@mail.moe.gov.tw, or
consult with LINE @TTedu in either Thai, English or Chinese.
*Regarding universities and colleges providing tuition and
miscellaneous expense discounts for Taiwan Scholarship recipients
for 2019 Academic Year, please refer to the file “list of universities and
colleges with tuition and miscellaneous expense discount”.
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2019
Huayu Enrichment Scholarship (HES)
For Thailand Students
Taiwan Ministry of Education





Application Date: 1st February-31st March, 2019
Quota: total 120 months
Grant: A monthly stipend of NT$25,000
Grant period: three months, six months, nine months, or twelve
months
 Contact: Educational Division, Taipei Economic and Cultural
Office in Thailand via email: thailand@mail.moe.gov.tw, or
consult with LINE @TTedu
I. Purpose
To encourage international students and individuals to undertake Huayu
(Mandarin language) study in Taiwan, the Ministry of Education of the
Republic of China (Taiwan) established the “Ministry of Education
Huayu Enrichment Scholarship” program in 2005. While providing study
opportunities for Huayu language and Taiwan’s culture at university- or
college-affiliated Mandarin language centers, this program also aims to:
1. contribute to a better command of the Huayu, and hence a greater
understanding and appreciation of Taiwanese culture.
2. promote friendship between Taiwan and countries around the world;
3. explore opportunities to increase exchange with international
education institutions.
II. Amount of Scholarship
The monthly stipend is NT$25,000 (approximately US$800). Recipients
are responsible for their own expenses. Ten scholarships (total 120
months) for Thailand students have been allocated for 2019.
III. Duration of Award
1. Duration: three, six, nine or twelve months from September 1, 2019
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through August 31, 2020.
2. Award periods:
1)
The yearly award period is from September 1, 2019 through
August 31, 2020. If recipients fail to undertake their study
in Taiwan during this period, their award status will be
cancelled and cannot be extended for another year.
2)
Recipients should be matriculated for the study term/quarter
at the individual Mandarin training center as specified in the
award.
3)
If recipients begin their study after the intended study
term/quarter has started, their award period will become
effective from the month they matriculate at their individual
Mandarin language centers in Taiwan.
4)
A recipient’s award period will end when his/her specified
award period has finished. However, the award will
terminate as soon as a recipient drops out, expelled from a
language training center, or if his/her scholarship is revoked,
whichever comes first.
IV. Eligibility
Thai applicants above the age of 18, who possess a high school diploma
or above, have shown excellent academic performance, and are of good
moral character, are eligible. Candidates with one of the following
qualifications may NOT apply:
1. Is an overseas Chinese student or a national of the R.O.C.
2. Is currently registered as a student at a Mandarin Language Center or
has sought a degree from a university or college in Taiwan.
3. Has already received a HES or a Taiwan Scholarship, in the past.
4. Is an exchange student to Taiwan, during the scholarship period.
5. Is currently receiving financial benefits from the Taiwan government
or another educational institution.
V. Application and Selection Process
For application receipt, review and selection, applicants must send their
completed
documents to Education Division, Taipei Economic and Cultural Office
in Thailand( Empire Tower, 20th Fl., No.1 South. Sathorn Road, Bangkok
10120). The application period is from February 1 through March 31,
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2019.
1. A complete application includes the following materials:
1)
A completed application form.
2)
One photocopy of the passport and household registrations
of the applicants.(Thai version is sufficient)
3)
One photocopy of the highest-level diploma and a complete
grade transcript.
4)
Supporting application materials to at least one universityor college-affiliated Mandarin language centers in Taiwan
(e.g. photocopies of application forms and receipts or emails
of receiving applications from at least one university- or
college-affiliated Mandarin language centers in Taiwan).
Award recipients should undertake at least 15 hours of
Mandarin language courses each week. For a complete
list of Mandarin language centers acceptable, please refer to
https://english.moe.gov.tw/cp-23-17677-b4bb4-1.html
(English version) or
https://ws.moe.edu.tw/001/Upload/7/relfile/6645/60836/e87
8c79f-3b19-4cb3-a60e-4451218552ae.pdf (Chinese
version)
5)
Two letters of recommendation from the educational
institutions enrolled or letters of reference from Thai
government agencies. The letters should be signed and
sealed in envelopes.
6)
Applicants applying for the HES for 9 months or 12
months must submit the copies of the certificates of
TOCFL ( abbreviation of Test of Chinese as a Foreign
Language, for details please log on www.sc-top.org.tw)
level 3 or above. HSK Score will not be accepted.
7)
Applicants applying for the HES for 3 to 6 months must
submit the copies of the certificates of TOCFL
(abbreviation of Test of Chinese as a Foreign Language, for
details please log on www.sc-top.org.tw) level 2 or above.
HSK Score will not be accepted. For those do not have the
certificates of TOCFL could submit copies of TOEIC test
scores at 550 or above or equivalent scores at other
recognized English language proficiency exams.
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2. Selection Criteria
1)
Recipients should achieve an undergraduate GPA of 3.0
or above, and a postgraduate GPA of 3.2 or above (on a
4.0 scale). For the recipients of the nine-month or
twelve-month HES, should hold the certificates of passing
TOCFL Level 3 or above.
2)
Interviews will be given to selected candidates and must be
conducted in person so as to interact with the applicants and
better judge their demeanor and moral character.
3)
Applications must be complete in full. All incomplete
applications are ineligible for consideration, and persons
submitting incomplete applications will be withdrawn from
the selection process without further notice.
3. Selection Process
1)
Upon reviewing applications and conducting interviews in
May, 2019, the Taipei Economic and Cultural Office in
Thailand will inform award recipient candidates and
alternate candidates which will be placed on a waiting list.
2)
Award recipient candidates should submit a copy of
their letter of admission to The Taipei Economic and
Cultural Office in Thailand for verification by June 20th,
2019. Failure to submit documents within the specified
time period will result in disqualification, and the
candidates on the waiting list will be offered a scholarship.
3)
The Taipei Economic and Cultural Office in Thailand will
issue a certificate of receiving award and assign the award
period.
VI. Suspension and Revocation
1. Suspension:
1) Attendance Records:
With the exception of a serious illness or accident, if a recipient
is absent from his/her required language sessions for up to12
hours within a single month, the award will be suspended for one
month and the stipend cannot be reclaimed.
2) Academic Performance:
Beginning from the first term/quarter of his/her study in Taiwan,
if a recipient’s academic average scores for a study term/quarter
are less than 80 points out of 100, the award will be suspended
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for one month in the next term/quarter, and the stipend cannot be
reclaimed.
2. Revocation:
A recipient will be permanently disqualified from receiving a HES
and the remaining stipends will be cancelled, if any one of the
following situations arises:
1)
Recipients receiving the HES for 6 months or more fail to
submit, at the time of matriculation for each study term/quarter,
an Alien Resident Certificate (ARC) with the reason
“Pursuing Studies”, by the deadline as specified by his/her
Mandarin language center.
2)
Failure to achieve an average academic score of 80 or above out
of 100 for two consecutive terms/quarters of study.
3)
Missing a final achievement score for any study term/quarter,
with the exception of a serious illness or accident.
4)
Dropping out or being expelled from school.
5)
Simultaneously in receipt of another scholarship or subsidy
offered by the Taiwan government or educational institutions.
6)
Working illegally, violating R.O.C. law, university or Mandarin
Language Center regulations.
VII. Scholarship Payment Schedule
In principle, stipends will be disbursed to recipients by the 5th day of each
month, through the Mandarin language centers where the recipients
attend classes, and by a method as specified by the individual institutions.
VIII. Medical/Health Insurance Requirements
It is mandatory that recipients participate in the National Health
Insurance Plan (NHI Plan) and purchase the policies for Student
Accident Insurance after 6 months of their residence and study in Taiwan.
The recipients’ educational institutions can deduct fees for these
insurance plans from the recipients’ stipends, before processing and
granting funds to them.
As a requirement for matriculation at their intended educational
institutions, recipients must have medical/health insurance policies
(Non- NHI Plan) upon arrival in Taiwan. These policies can be
purchased by the educational institutions in Taiwan.
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 In case of any contradictions, the Chinese version of Ministry of
Education Huayu Enrichment Scholarship (HES) International
Student Directions, revised on December 22, 2011( see details at
http://depart.moe.edu.tw/ED2500/News.aspx?n=4C56D7FD08F9CD
2B&sms=3E927154E2FD9903) shall prevail.
 Applicants should read the program guidelines carefully; for more
details, please contact Educational Division, Taipei Economic and
Cultural Office in Thailand via email: thailand@mail.moe.gov.tw, or
consult with LINE @TTedu in either Thai, English or Chinese.
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Ministry of Science and Technology Scholarship
For Thai Students
Taiwan Ministry of Science and Technology
Taipei Economic and Cultural Office in Thailand
2018/11/26





Application Date: Around February-March
Quota: Around 2
Grant: a monthly stipend of NT$30,000.
Grant period: 2 years for master’s degree and 3 years for
doctoral degree
 For scholarships inquiry, please consult with LINE @TTedu in
either Thai, English or Chinese.

Introduction: Ministry of Science and Technology (MOST) of the
Republic of China (Taiwan) offers Thai students scholarship, which aims
to encourage outstanding Thai students to study in Taiwan’s master and
doctoral programs.
Timeline: The annual application period is between February 1 to March
31. The award period for the scholarship is two years for master programs
and 3 years for Doctoral Programs.
Financial Assistance: During the duration of their studies, the
scholarship recipients will be given a monthly stipend of NT$30,000,
with the duration of 2 years awarded period for master’s degree and 3
years for doctoral degree. Scholarship recipients are responsible for all
expenses during their stay in Taiwan. The scholarship from MOST will
not provide any other subsidies besides monthly stipend mentioned
above.
Eligibility: Applicants with undergraduate degrees or master degree, who
wish to pursue master or doctoral degree in Taiwan.
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Preference: The scholarships prioritize applicants wishing to study in the
field related to Thailand 4.0, including Next-Generation Automotive,
Smart Electronics, Medical and Wellness Tourism, Agriculture and
Biotechnology, Food for the Future, Robotics, Medical Hub, Aviation
and Logistics, Biofuels and Biochemical, Digital Economy, etc.
Application Process:
Please visit https://www.roc-taiwan.org/th_en/index.html, the application
for the school year shall be available for downloading around January in
the Office Bulletin’s Section. After filling in the online application please
print it out and send it to the Taipei Economic and Cultural Office in
Thailand along with the supporting documents below:
1. A photocopy of applicant’s passport
2. A photocopy of applicant’s highest-level diploma and transcripts
3. A photocopy of applicant’s English proficiency certificate
4. A photocopy of applicant’s Chinese proficiency certificate (if
available)
5. Two letters of recommendation
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